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The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible to
be called for physical measurement and Physical Efficiency test  for selection to the post of WOMEN CIVIL EXCISE
OFFICER-NCA (MUSLIM) - THIRUVANANTHAPURAM  District (Category No. 196/2018 ) in EXCISE  department on
Rs. 20,000/-45,800 /-on the basis of the OMR test held on 27-07-2019 and Endurance test conducted on 29-01-
2020 

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, indicate
their respective rank on the basis of the said test.

DISTRICT OFFICE, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Phone : 0471-2546402
eMail : kpsc.psc@kerala.gov.in

SL.No.

NOTIFICATION

List
500247 500270 500339 500542 500596 500717

500836 500962 501013 501019 501290 501314

501371 501391 501451 501474 501485 501643

501745 501815 501982 502116 502138 502234

502434 502549 502588 502642 502643 502776

502787 502788 502852 503047 503068 503374

503447 503532 503562 503681 503798 503979

504052 504161 504186 504272 504281 504328

504346 504532 504596 504760 504808 504853

504866 504890 504973 504994 505165 505395

505541 505543
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Approved for Issue,

Section Officer

AJITH KUMAR M
DISTRICT OFFICER

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
District Office, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Note :- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register numbers in the Short List does not confer any right on the
candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List

Note :- (2) The candidates who have  qualified in the Endurance test  are included in the Short List .

Note:- (3) The common candidates who have already qualified in the Endurance test for Cat No-501/2017 also are
included in the short list

Note :- (4)Physical measurement and Physical Efficiency test will be conducted for candidates included in the shortlist.
Date,time and Venue of Physical Measurement, physical Efficiency test  will be intimated in due course
through SMS ,Profile Message, electronic and Printmedia. Candidates should download their admission
tickets for the above test from the official website www.keralapsc.gov.in of KPSC and should appear in
person with their original documents.

Note :- (5) According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts can be
rechecked after the publication of Ranked List. Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List to be
published for the post

Note :- (6) Candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes included in this list who are required to produce Non-
Creamy Layer certificate as per G.O (P) No: 81/09/SC/ST/DD dated 26/09/2009 / G.O (MS) No: 5/2014/BCDD dated
31.01.2014 shall produce the same along with the other documents at the time of verification of original documents

Note :- (7) Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 27-07-2019 will be issued to those candidates who, apply
for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.


